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James I. Wimsatt sets himself the task of examining, not the poetry, but Hopkins’s
theory of poetry as expounded in his notes, letters, and journals.The dust jacket puts
the aim most clearly, saying that Wimsatt ‘presents an innovative theory that locates
primary poeticmeaning in “figures of speech sound”’, and that ‘Wimsatt illuminates
Hopkins’s theory that the sound of poetic language carries an emotional, not merely
logical and grammatical, meaning’.
The argument centres on Hopkins’s ‘Poetry and Verse’, the theoretical piece ap-
pended to Hopkins’s notes for lectures written in 1873–74, not long before he wrote
the first poem in his new rhythm, ‘The Wreck of the Deutschland’. Wimsatt draws
attention to what he calls, with some reservations, Hopkins’s ‘manifesto’. It is worth
reminding the reader of this knotty statement:
Poetry is speech framed for contemplation of the mind by the way of hearing or speech
framed to be heard for its own sake and interest even over and above its interest of
meaning. Some matter and meaning is essential to it but only as an element necessary
to support and employ the shape which is contemplated for its own sake. (Poetry is in
fact speech only employed to carry the inscape of speech for the inscape’s sake—and
therefore the inscape must be dwelt on.) (Quoted on p. 4)
Wimsatt considers that ‘virtually all of what he [Hopkins] says in his critical writings
subsequently is consistent with’ this ‘declaration of principles’ (p. 7), and equally it
is the basis of what Wimsatt has to argue; time and again he returns to its words and
its ideas.
This makes for a circling form of argument, hovering roundHopkins’s statements
and teasing the ideas out with care and subtlety. Wimsatt has been mulling over his
ideas for years, and the reference to a ‘revised order’ reinforces the impression that
this is not a single argument with a strong dynamic, but a process of returning again
and again to the same point. Indeed the book makes its point by this insistence, since
what it has to say is in the end not sayable.
For example, Wimsatt writes as if we know what the ‘inscape of the speech figure’
(p. 27) is, but I doubt if we do in a way with which everyone would agree. He realizes
that ‘it is not possible to explain something non-rational using language, whose pro-
cesses characteristically rely on reason’ (p. 112). Or he admits that ‘The process of
contemplation that leads to perception of inscape, in which the mind is absorbed by
a single thought, is disturbingly indescribable’ (p. 119). This is the problem: he can
only talk round the subject, but can never express it. Hopkins’s terms, which begin to
be used as if they had a clear and definable meaning, are not in the end very helpful.
There are many incidental moments in the book where one can be grateful for
Wimsatt’s independence of mind. Though he admires Hopkins, he is none the less
prepared to call his ideas on dialect practice ‘not entirely convincing’ and to see his
analysis ofBurns as ‘not especially compelling’.He argues againstOng and Schneider
on whether Hopkins’s stresses grow out of sense stresses. What he has to argue takes
interesting issue with linguistic theorists whose ideas of language seem to have no
place for sound. Against such theorists, he brings in examples of poets such as Frost
and Heaney, and the ideas of Kristeva.
This is not a longbook. It mighthave been shorter if the repetitionshad been struck
out; but it would not have been better for those excisions, since its message gets across
by (to useHopkins’sterms) its ‘aftering’,‘over and overing’ its subject. It is a scholarly
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and thoroughexamination of whatHopkinswrote about the subject of prosody, and it
makes a set of valid points about the importanceof sound inHopkins’s ideas of poetry.
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